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Abstract. The knowledge about the quality characteristics (QoS) of
service compositions is crucial for determining their usability and eco-
nomic value; the quality of service compositions is usually regulated us-
ing Service Level Agreements (SLAs). While end-to-end SLAs are well
suited for request-reply interactions, more complex, decentralized, multi-
participant compositions (service choreographies) typically need multiple
message exchanges between stateful parties and the corresponding SLAs
thus involve several cooperating parties with interdependent QoS. The
usual approaches to determining QoS ranges structurally (which are by
construction easily composable) are not applicable in this scenario. Ad-
ditionally, the intervening SLAs may depend on the exchanged data.
We present an approach to data-aware QoS assurance in choreographies
through the automatic derivation of composable QoS models from par-
ticipant descriptions. Such models are based on a message typing system
with size constraints and are derived using abstract interpretation. The
models obtained have multiple uses including run-time prediction, adap-
tive participant selection, or design-time compliance checking. We also
present an experimental evaluation and discuss the benefits of the pro-
posed approach.

Keywords: Service Compositions, Quality of Service, Quality Assur-
ance, Constraints, Abstract Interpretation.

1 Introduction

Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) is a widely-accepted paradigm for the de-
velopment of highly dynamic, flexible, and distributed Service-Based Applica-
tions (SBAs). Service compositions allow putting together several specialized,
loosely coupled, and platform-independent service components in order to per-
form complex and/or inter-organizational tasks [10]. In such scenarios, many of
those components may be provided and controlled by third parties [22].

The Quality of Service (QoS) properties of service components and composi-
tions are critical for their usability. Service Level Agreements (SLAs) are a means
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for defining permissible values for QoS attributes that are relevant in some sce-
nario or for a particular purpose (such as execution time, monetary cost, or
availability) and that a service (composition) provider is expected to deliver to a
client. SLAs are commonly specified under the assumption that each interaction
between the client and the service is viewed as a single session, and, accordingly,
such end-to-end SLAs correspond to a request-reply message exchange pattern
between the two parties. However, many business processes involve more com-
plex message exchange patterns between two or more stateful participants, where
several interactions may belong to the same session and build upon each other,
and where the data that is exchanged may significantly affect the behavior of
the participants in terms of QoS, including the number of messages exchanged.

For such complex, multi-participant choreographies, a coherent support for
QoS assurance which includes negotiation, prediction, and QoS-driven adapta-
tion [16] is relevant both theoretically and practically. While several types of
run-time adaptation aimed at avoiding or mitigating SLA violations have been
proposed [10,12,21], these are often only applicable to the request-response mes-
sage exchange pattern and/or to acyclic control structures. Several prediction
and run-time adaptation approaches based on machine learning [15], online test-
ing [19], and model checking [20], well suited for orchestrations with centralized
control flow, have been proposed.

In this paper, we propose a constraint-based approach for supporting QoS
assurance for service choreographies that involve multiple, stateful participants
and complex message exchanges. The proposed approach can be applied both
at design time and at run time to support QoS negotiation, prediction, and
QoS-driven adaptation. This work extends [14] for the case of service composi-
tions with interconnected constraint models of stateful, interacting choreography
participants, combining the derivation of QoS constraints with static analysis
techniques.

We first present a motivational example (Section 2), then describe our ap-
proach (Section 3), review several examples of its application (Section 4), and
finish with some conclusions (Section 5).

2 Motivation

Figure 1 shows a simplified example of a choreography for purchasing goods or
services in a large organization where the procurement function is centralized.
It uses the BPMN notation [17] with swim lanes delimiting participants, and
dashed lines showing the flow of messages between them.

Participant A is the procurement process, which starts by receiving a pro-
curement request (a0), and continues by sending the list of specifications to the
agent (a3) and retrieving budget line information for this purchase (a2), in par-
allel. Participant B is the agent which receives the list of specifications (a13) and
performs a loop (a14) for each item from the specification list. For each item, B
looks into the supplier catalogs (a15) to find out alternative purchasing options;
since that can depend on the choice of earlier items, specifications are processed
sequentially. If only one alternative is found, it is automatically chosen (a19), but
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Fig. 1. An example choreography for purchase ordering
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Fig. 2. Message exchange sequence and a component model for a choreography session

if two or more alternatives exist, B asks A to chose among them (a17) and waits
for the answer (a18). The choice is added to the purchase order (a20). After pro-
cessing all specifications, agent B returns the final purchase order document to
A (a21). Whenever A is asked to choose between alternatives (a5), it acts based
on the budget line restrictions: if forced, it uses the cheapest option; otherwise it
tries to chose the best solution. After answering all choice queries, A receives the
purchase order from B (a10) and starts the purchase (a11), which provides the
return notification to the requester, to whom the purchased goods and services
will be delivered directly.

Figure 2 abstracts away the logic of the participants from Figure 1, and con-
centrates only on the exchange of messages. The left-hand side of the figure shows
a sequence diagram for message exchanges in a session involving the initiating
user and the participants A and B. The right-hand side of the figure shows A and
B as components with connector links (req, agent, and check for A, client and
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approval for B), with messages sent and received over these links. The number
of message of each kind within a single session is shown in parentheses. Wiring
between the connectors is shown with thick dotted lines. For each wire, both the
kind and the cardinality of messages in both directions must match.

The end-to-end QoS characteristics of A (such as, e.g., its execution time)
depend on several factors. Firstly, if the number of specification items n is > 0,
there can be between 0 and n callbacks from B to A in the foreach loop. Secondly,
the behavior of A for each callback from B depends on whether it is forced
to choose the cheapest alternative, which is known at the exit of a2. Some of
these factors are controlled by the user (n), some by third parties (a2 which
sets the forced flag for a6, a15 which generates alternatives), and some on the
implementation of A (the logic and complexity of determining the best choice
in a7). With respect to the quality assurance issues illustrated by this example,
we are interested in tackling the following problems:

– Automatically deriving a QoS model of the choreography for a given input
request or a class of input requests. Such a model can be used as an input
for determining SLA offerings from the service provider to the users.

– Using the QoS model of the choreography to predict SLA violations at run-
time, at different points in execution. E.g., greater accuracy of prediction
can be obtained when the forced flag becomes known after a2.

– SLA compliance checking of choreography participants at design-time for a
given class of input requests. This is the basis for adaptive dynamic selection
(binding) of service components.

3 Constraint-Based QoS Modeling for Choreographies

The proposed constraint-based approach to modeling QoS for service choreogra-
phies is implemented in two main phases. The first one focuses on the creation of
QoS models for the choreography participants as Constraint Satisfaction Prob-
lems [7,1] (CSP). We will show how to generate a model of the QoS metrics
under consideration (Section 3.1), capture the view of each participant regard-
ing the effective QoS at every moment in the execution (Section 3.2), and how
to automatically derive these models (Section 3.3). The model is enriched with
information about the shape and size of messages, inferred using static analysis
techniques, in order to increment its accuracy and the precision of the prediction
(Section 3.4).

The second phase of the approach consists of connecting the models for the
different participants and solving them as a whole (Section 3.5). Note that when
deriving QoS models for choreographies, joining the different sub-models is done
following the structure of the composition. In the present case, the overall struc-
ture may not lend itself to structural analysis and participants take a prominent
role. Therefore determining the overall QoS characteristics is done by joining
per-partner models (Section 3.5) mimicking the topology of the choreography.
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3.1 Modeling Cumulative QoS Metrics

Execution time, availability, reputation, bandwidth consumed, and cost are some
of the most common QoS attributes. In this work we focus on attributes that
can be numerically quantified using some measurement scale, or QoS metric: e.g.,
execution time can be measured using time units. QoS metrics do not need to
have a fixed origin (a “true zero” value), but one unit of distance needs to express
the same variation in the attribute everywhere on the scale. This requirement
excludes, for instance, ordinal voting-based reputation ranking between services,
where the unit difference in ranking does not carry information about the dif-
ference in votes received.

We additionally require QoS metrics to be cumulative and non-negative: QoS
values of activities in a sequence add up to give the QoS value for the sequence,
and this value should never decrease by adding more activities. Some QoS met-
rics, such as availability (expressed in terms of probabilities), that do not use
addition to calculate aggregation in a sequence, can be converted into additive
metrics using a suitable transformation. For instance, the availability p of n se-
quential activities with availabilities pi is p = Πn

i=1pi and can be converted into
λ = Σn

i=1λi with the transformation λ = − log p.
Cumulative QoS metrics allow us to represent the QoS of a service com-

position at any point in execution as a sum of two components: the previously
accumulated QoS up to that point, and the pending QoS for the remainder of the
execution. Non-negativity guarantees that the pending QoS can only decrease
as the execution proceeds. While the accumulated QoS can be estimated em-
pirically (by measuring elapsed time, network traffic, or accumulated monetary
cost), the pending QoS for the remainder of the execution is in our approach
modeled as a CSP over variables that represent QoS values for composition
activities and control constructs. Solving this CSP gives a prediction of the
pending QoS.

3.2 QoS Models of Participants and Continuations

Service choreographies provide a “global view” of a multi-participant, stateful
message exchange within some logical unit of work. There are several possibilities
to provide both abstract and executable descriptions of choreographies. On the
more abstract side BPMN (as in Figure 1) or WS-CDL [24], which is a high-level
specialized choreography language, can be used. On the more executable side, we
can use choreography extensions of standard process (orchestration) languages,
such as BPEL 4Chor [8]. In our approach, we assume that the implementation
details of the participants are essentially private and that the participants can
be viewed as communicating components that conform to the protocol (as in
Figure 2). Conformance, compatibility, and realizability of choreographies has
been studied using formal methods such as Petri Nets [23], session types [9], and
state machines [3].

As mentioned before, we proceed by developing a separate QoS model for each
participant in the choreography. Each participant is seen as a component with
a number of connector links (or channels, in WS-CDL terminology). Each link
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S := send(c, E) | recv(c, v) | invoke(c, E, v) (send/receive messages)
| let v = E (variable assignment)
| [ S, S, ..., S ] (sequence of n ≥ 0 activities)
| (if(E) → S ; S) (if-then-else)
| S and S (parallel "and" split/join)
| foreach(v : E) do S (iterate over list elements)
| foreach(recv(c, v)) do S (iteratively receive multiple messages)
| stream(c) do S (send multiple messages)
| relax (do nothing)

c, v := 〈identifier〉
E := 〈expression〉

Fig. 3. Abstract syntax of the participant continuation language.

c is bi-directional, and each direction (in/out) is characterized by a triplet of
the form 〈Nin/out(c), q̄in/out(c), Δq̄in/out(c)〉, where N is multiplicity of in/out
messages, q̄ are QoS values corresponding to the first in/out message, and Δq̄ are
increments of QoS values for the successive messages (for N>1). For example, for
the case of execution time, Tin(c) is the time when the first message was received
over link c and ΔTin(c) is the time interval between the successive messages. N ,
q̄ and Δq̄, as well as other variables in the constraint QoS models developed
in this section, are not numeric constants, but represent intervals of possible
numeric values for all legal execution cases, whose upper and lower bounds are
inferred from the constraint model.

We build the QoS model of a participant by looking at its current point in
execution. To stay close to the executable specifications, we follow the same
approach as in our previous work on run-time prediction for orchestrations [14].
We use the notion of a continuation which describes the current state of the
participant and the remainder of the computation until its end [18]. At the
beginning, the continuation is the entire process and it is gradually reduced by
eliminating the completed activities as the execution proceeds. The continuation
information is always implicitly present in the state of the engine which executes
the participant, and, in principle, can be obtained either by inspecting its internal
state or by observing the process events from the outside. The latter is less
robust since missed events or run-time composition modifications can invalidate
the information inferred through external observation.

We represent continuations using an abstract language for the participant
processes (Figure 3). It is based on a prototypical process language implemen-
tation that provides the continuation information explicitly at each execution
step [14]. The participant state is kept in variables whose types are described in
Section 3.4. Variable values are assigned using the let construct or received over
some link with recv. The standard sequential operator, if-then-elses, and AND-
parallel splits/joins are supported. For simplicity, we present only two foreach
looping constructs: one over elements of a list and another one over messages
received over some channel. The send and recv messaging constructs can be
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combined into an invoke; note that request-reply patterns are not enforced (this
is left to the protocol). Participants use the stream construct to send a series
of messages within the same session which can be received with a recv-based
foreach.

3.3 Automatic Derivation of the QoS Constraint Model for a
Participant

The constraint QoS model for a participant is inferred automatically from the
continuation and the previously accumulated QoS, using the structural approach
of [14], where QoS values for complex constructs are derived from their compo-
nents. A separate constraint QoS model is derived for each QoS metric of interest.
Due to space constraints, we will present here only on the derivation of execution
time. More details and treatment of other metrics, such as availability, can be
found in [14].

1 recv(req,request), T−
1 = max(TA, Tin(request)), T+

4 = T−
1 , Nin(req) = 1 ;

2 ( invoke(budget, T+
4 ≤ T+

2 ≤ T−
4 , Tout(budget) = T+

2 + tsend,

request,line) T
−
2 = Tin(budget), Nin/out(budget) = 1

3 and send(agent, T+
4 ≤ T+

3 ≤ T−
4 ,

request/specs) T−
3 = Tout(agent) = T+

3 + tsend, Nout(agent) = 1

4 ), max(T−
2 − T+

2 , T−
3 − T+

3 ) ≤ T−
4 − T+

4 ≤ (T−
2 − T+

2 ) + (T−
3 − T+

3 )

5 foreach(recv(check,alts)) do T+
5 = max(T−

4 , Tin(check), ) k5 = Nin(check) ≥ 0

6 [ ( if(not(line/forced)) T+
6 = T+

7 = T+
8 , c6 ∈ {0, 1}, L5 = max(T−

10 − T+
6 , ΔTin(check))

7 -> invoke(best,alts,choice) T
−
7 = T

+
7 + ΔTbest

8 ; let choice=first(alts) T−
8 = T+

8 + texpr

9 ), (c6 = 1 ∧ T−
6 = T−

7 ) ∨ (c6 = 0 ∧ T−
6 = T−

7 )

10 send(check,choice) Nout(check) = k5, Tout(check) = T+
10 = T−

6 , ΔTout(check) = L5

11 ], T−
5 = T+

5 + k5 × L5

12 recv(agent,po), T−
12 = max(T−

5 , Tin(agent)), Nin(agent) = 1

13 send(req,po) T+
13 = T−

12, Nout(req) = 1, T−
13 = Tout(req) = T+

13 + tsend

Fig. 4. Structurally derived QoS constraint model for participant A

Figure 4 shows the automatically derived QoS constraint model for the ex-
ecution time for participant A at its start, i.e., when the continuation consists
of the entire participant process. The code for the participant A is shown on
the left-hand side in the abstract syntax, and the generated constraints appear
on the corresponding lines to the right. For an activity on line i, we denote its
starting time with T +

i and its end time with T−
i , T−

i ≥ T +
i . TA represents the

execution time at the current execution point (here at the start), and is an in-
put to the model.1 The code communicates over channels req, agent, and check
(Figure 2), plus an additional channel budget which is used to invoke the budget
line information service a2 from Figure 1.

The execution of participant A is a sequence of commands, and the metric for
the execution time is cumulative. Therefore for a sequence S = [S1, S2, ..., Sn]

1 Remember (Section 3.2) that these variables actually contain admissible ranges.
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we have T + = T +
1 , T− = T−

n , and for adjacent activities Si and Si+1 we have
T−

i = T +
i+1. For clarity of presentation, here we ignore the internal time used by

the process engine between steps, which needs to be taken into account in real
applications (see [14]).

The reception of a single message with recv(c, v) (lines 1 and 12) finishes at
time T−

i = max(T−
j , Tin(c)), where T−

j is the finish time of the previous activity,
and Tin(c) is the time at which the message arrives on the channel c. Since in
our case messages are received over the same channel at a single place in code,
the recv construct also sets Nin(c) = 1. The command send(c, E) (lines 3, 10,
13) delivers a message to the mailbox on the other side of the channel, for which
it takes some time marked with tsend, which is also a constrained variable and
considered an input to the model. Tout(c) is equated with the finish time T−

i

of the send construct. Outside a loop (lines 3 and 12), Nout(c) is set to 1, and
ΔTout(c) is not constrained, because it is not applicable. The invoke construct
in line 2 is treated as a send-recv sequence.

The timing for the AND-parallel flow (ending in line 4) depends on the partic-
ular process engine implementation, and can vary between real parallelism and
sequential execution of the two activities. Without a more detailed knowledge of
the implementation details, the duration of the parallel flow T−

4 − T +
4 may vary

between the maximum and the sum of durations of the two “parallel” activities.
The recv-based loop (line 5) starts when both the preceding activity has fin-

ished (T−
4 ) and the first message on the check channel has become available

(Tin(check)). The number of iterations of the loop (k5) equals the number of
messages arriving through the channel, Nin(check). Since every loop iteration
can start only upon message reception, the effective length of a loop iteration
L5 is the maximum between the actual duration of the loop iteration (T−

10 −T +
6 )

and the interval between incoming messages ΔTin(check). Sending a message in
each iteration of the loop (line 10) equates the multiplicity of outgoing messages
Nout(check) to the number of loop iterations k5, and the interval between mes-
sages ΔTout(check) to the effective iteration length L5.The if-then-else construct
(line 6) introduces a binary constraint variable c6 which captures the truth value
of the condition, and a disjunctive constraint (line 9) which covers the then and
the else cases. Finally, the internal operations, such as the expression evalua-
tion (line 8) and a call to an internal procedure best (line 7), simply add the
corresponding time intervals (resp. Δtexpr and Δtbest).

3.4 Analysis of Message Types with Size Constraints

The constraint QoS models whose derivation we described above include a num-
ber of internal structural parameters, such as the number of loop iterations and
condition truth values (k5 and c6 in Figure 4) that depend on data that is re-
ceived by these services. There are several ways in which the information about
shape of the data can be organized and used to further constrain the values
of these structural parameters and, therefore, make the constraint models more
precise. One possibility would be to apply computational cost analysis techniques
to an appropriate abstraction of the participant processes in order to obtain an
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τ := any | none (some unspecified value and no value)

| bool(a..b) (Boolean between a and b, a, b ∈ {0, 1}, a ≤ b)

| number(a..b) (number between a ∈ R ∪ {−∞} and b ∈ R ∪ {+∞}, a ≤ b)

| string(a..b) (string with finite size between a ∈ N and b ∈ N ∪ {+∞}, a ≤ b)

| list(a..b, τ) (list with finite size between a ∈ N and b ∈ N ∪ {+∞}, a ≤ b)

| { x1 : τ, x2 : τ, ..., xn : τ } (record with named fields x1, ..., xn, n ≥ 0)

Abbrev.: bool ≡ bool(0..1), number ≡ number(−∞.. + ∞), string ≡ string(0.. +∞), list(τ) ≡ list(0.. + ∞, τ)

Fig. 5. A simple typing system for messages with size constraints

analytic functional relationship between the size of input data (number mag-
nitudes, list lengths, etc.) and the upper and lower bounds of possible values
for the structural parameters [13]. Another possibility, which we discuss in this
subsection, is to use a simple form of type analysis which is directly applicable
to the abstract representations of continuations used in our approach.

Figure 5 shows a simple type system with size constraints which includes Bool-
eans, numbers, strings, lists, and records with named fields. Each type τ in this
system has a denotation [[ τ ]] which is the set of all values that belong to it. For
instance, [[ number(0..1) ]] = { x ∈ R |0 ≤ x ≤ 1}. By definition, we take [[ none ]] =
∅. We write τ1 � τ2 as a synonym for set inclusion [[ τ1 ]] ⊆ [[ τ2 ]]. The set of all types
with size constraints together with the relation � forms a complete lattice [6] with
any as the top element, and none as the bottom element, i.e., none � τ � any for
arbitrary τ . We introduce the least upper bound operation 
 on types, where τ1 

τ2 = τ means that τ is the smallest type (w.r.t.�) such that τ1 � τ and τ2 � τ . For
example, number(0..10)
number(8..100) = number(0..100), list(1..5, number)

list(9..9, bool) = list(1..9, any), and none 
 τ = τ 
 none = τ .

The lattice structure of types from Figure 5 provides a domain for the appli-
cation of abstract interpretation-based analysis techniques [4] to obtain a com-
bination of type and size analysis for data in the participant processes before
constructing the QoS model. This kind of analysis is well suited for our case in
which looping is done by iterating over list elements and streams of messages,
where the size range of the list type directly translates into the range of loop
iterations. We enrich the link (channel) descriptions by adding input and output
message types, τin(c) and τout(c).

For instance, in Figure 4, we start with τin(req) = {specs :
list(a..b, τspec), userId : number} where a ≥ 1 and we derive that
τout(budget) = number and τin(budget) � {forced : bool}. Also, in participant
B, τout(agent) = list(a..b, τspec) = τin(client). The result of the analysis for B
is shown in Figure 6. From it, we infer that A.Nin(check) = B.Nout(approval)
is between 0 and max(a, b).

3.5 Centralized and Distributed Processing of QoS Constraints

Solving a constraint model involves finding one (or several) set(s) of values for the
constrained variables that satisfy the set of constraints, or determining that the
set of constraints is unsatisfiable. Constraint solvers sometimes need to give an
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1 recv(client,specs), τin(client) = list(a..b, τspec), 1 ≤ a ≤ b

2 let po = [], po : list(0..0, none)

3 stream(approval) do
4 foreach(spec:specs) do [ a ≤ k4 ≤ b

5 invoke(gen,spec,alts), τout(gen) = τspec, τin(gen) = list(1.. + ∞, τalt)

6 ( if(count(alts)>1)
7 -> invoke(approval, τout(approval) = list(1.. + ∞, τalt),

alts,choice) 0 ≤ Nout(approval) ≤ max(a, b)

8 ; let choice=first(alts)
9 ), choice : τalt

10 let po = po + [choice] pobefore : list(n..m, τ) ⇒
⇒ poafter : list(n + 1..m + 1, τ � τalt)

11 ], po : list(a..b, τalt)

12 send(client,po) τout(client) = list(a..b, τalt)

Fig. 6. Analysis of types with size constraints for participant B
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approximation of the actual solutions. These approximations are always complete
(no solution is discarded), but maybe not correct (they may contain values that
are not part of any solution [7]). Some constraint solvers are better suited for
some classes of constraints than others. E.g., if the generated constraints are
linear, a linear constraint solver is likely to detect inconsistencies and to narrow
down the value sets closer to the actual answers, compared to a more general one.
The constraint models generated using our approach in general involve non-linear
integer and real arithmetic constraints, as well as disjunctions of constraints.

The constraint QoS models for each participant can be, in principle, derived
and analyzed for the different message types separately, and the models ob-
tained in that way can be composed together by connecting the appropriate
input/output links and solving the resulting integrated model centrally. This ar-
chitecture is shown on the left-hand side of Figure 7. Different participants may,
in general, execute on different nodes (process execution engines) in a Service-
Oriented System. They publish participant continuations and the related mon-
itoring events (which can be used for establishing the previously accumulated
QoS) to an event bus. An aggregated feed of continuations is read from the event
bus and processed by a single component that performs the analysis, modeling,
and constraint solving of the integrated participant models, and publishes the
(updated) QoS metrics ranges for the entire choreography. An advantage of the
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centralized approach is that it offers integrated information about the behavior
of the participants and QoS for the choreography. However, it may not scale
well, since it requires global streaming of continuations, monitoring events and
results to and from a single processing component. Besides, it can be undesirable
in some settings since data regarding execution characteristics may need to be
sent from their administrative domains to a central, external point.

A decentralized approach aimed at alleviating somehow these issues is shown
on the right-hand side of Figure 7. Here, continuations and monitoring events
published by process engines are processed by modules which can be close in
the network topology to the engines, and (optionally) inside their administra-
tive boundaries. These modules perform a per-participant QoS analysis that
updates the ranges for 〈τout, Nout, q̄out, Δq̄out〉 for each outgoing channel using
the corresponding ranges for 〈τin, Nin, q̄in, Δq̄in〉 that are produced by the mod-
elers/solvers for participants at the other end. The updates are communicated
to the connected participant models and the process is repeated until a stable
solution is reached. This can be achieved using distributed constraint solving
algorithms [11], which ensure termination, completeness, and correctness.

4 Examples of Application

In this section, we illustrate how the proposed constraint-based approach can be
of benefit in providing answers to the questions posed at the end of Section 2,
using the motivating example. The aim of the approach is to be fully automated
and supported by tools. Currently, our prototype executes processes written in
the continuation language (Section 3.2), transmits continuations, and formulates
and solves the QoS constraint models.

4.1 Supporting SLA Negotiation for Classes of Input Data

A constraint-based QoS model can be used at design time to help the providers
of the participating processes in a choreography develop realistic SLA offers that
can be used to negotiate with their users. In such a case, participant providers
(e.g., the provider for participant A from Figure 1) can use the derived models,
along with assumptions and empirical assessments of the behavior of the envi-
ronment (network latency, component behavior, etc.) to develop reasonable SLA
offers to the end users.

We illustrate this application with an experiment on an SLA addressing ex-
ecution time. Assuming that participant A receives the request of some user at
time Tin(req) = 0, we are interested in knowing which guarantees can be offered
to the user with respect to Tout(req) for a given class of input data. Besides
the data, the participant QoS models for A and B depend on several internal
activity parameters: tsend is the time needed by a participant to deliver the mes-
sage to a participant mailbox, tbudget is the time needed to retrieve budget line
information in activity a3, and tbest is the time required by activity a7 to find
the best choice among the alternatives offered.
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Table 1. Experimental inputs and outputs of the execution time model

Ranges for internal activity parameters
Parameter Confidence interval 99% Confidence interval 90% Confidence interval 80%

name parameter range [ms] parameter range [ms] parameter range [ms]
a3: tbudget 500 .. 1 500 642 .. 1 167 673 .. 1 094
a7: tbest 100 .. 700 195 .. 509 215 .. 468

a15: tgen 200 .. 500 247 .. 404 257 .. 384
tsend 25 .. 150

Case 1: Varying confidence intervals for participants A and B
Spec. list Confidence interval 99% Confidence interval 90% Confidence interval 80%

size Tout(req) range [ms] Tout(req) range [ms] Tout(req) range [ms]
1 .. 10 274 .. 17 100 322 .. 14 868 332 .. 14 376

11 .. 20 2 274 .. 32 100 2 797 .. 27 970 2 912 .. 27 057
21 .. 50 4 274 .. 77 100 5 272 .. 67 273 5 492 .. 65 103
50 .. 100 10 074 .. 152 100 12 450 .. 132 780 12 972 .. 128 512

101 .. 200 20 274 .. 302 101 25 069 .. 263 793 26 128 .. 255 330

Case 2: Varying confidence intervals for A and B with force=true
Spec. list Confidence interval 99% Confidence interval 90% Confidence interval 80%

size Tout(req) range [ms] Tout(req) range [ms] Tout(req) range [ms]
1 .. 10 274 .. 10 100 322 .. 8817 332 .. 8 535

11 .. 20 2 274 .. 18 100 2 797 .. 15 867 2 912 .. 15 376
21 .. 50 4 274 .. 42 100 5 272 .. 37 017 5 492 .. 35 900
50 .. 100 10 074 .. 82 100 12 450 .. 72 268 12 972 .. 70 106

101 .. 200 20 274 .. 162 100 25 069 .. 142 768 26 128 .. 138 518

The ranges of values for these parameters are normally empirically estab-
lished by monitoring. Such empirical data is effectively a sample (or a collection
of samples) of the “true population” set from which the QoS metric values are
drawn and whose exact bounds are generally unknown. We can use well-known
techniques of descriptive statistics on these samples to estimate the parameters
of central tendency (mean, median) and dispersion (standard deviation) for the
whole population of values. In that way, we can define intervals whose bounds
include the QoS values with some level of confidence. This level will be < 100%,
since, in general, total confidence is not attainable. Note that the choice of the
confidence level is generally a matter of heuristics. A 99% confidence interval,
for instance, is wider (and thus safer) than a 90% one, but, depending on the
distribution of values, it may lead to overly conservative predictions and SLA
offers to the clients that are safer, but too pessimistic, unattractive, and uncom-
petitive. The top part of Table 1 lists the ranges of the mentioned component
execution time across three experimental confidence levels: 99%, 90% and 80%,
with a common range for tsend.

The central part of Table 1 shows the ranges for Tout(req) obtained by solving
the model for each confidence interval in the experiment. In general, for each class
of input data sizes, the range of Tout(req) contracts, and its maximum, which
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can be offered as an element of the SLA, decreases when using smaller confidence
intervals. To further refine the SLA offer, the provider for participant A can look
at the branch condition in a6, and offer more attractive “fast-track” conditions
(with circa 40% reduction in the upper execution time bound) when it becomes
known that the force flag will be set to true, as shown in the lower part of
Table 1.

We used the ECLiPS e constraint logic programming system [2] which has
native support for integer and real non-linear arithmetic constraints, including
disjunctions of constraints, that are used in the derivation of the model. Deriving
the constraint models with our pilot implementation and solving them with a
centralized solver took on average around 260 ms on an i86_64 laptop computer
with 4GB of RAM running Mac OS X 10.7.3.

4.2 Predicting SLA Violations at Run Time

execution time

14 376 ms

27 057 ms

63 103 ms
Tmax

9 10 17 20 41 50input data size

Fig. 8. An example of SLA failure prediction
zones

The constraint-based QoS model
can be used for predicting SLA
violations at runtime. Since
the participant SLA is always
related to some event that
happens in one of the partici-
pants (such as sending the re-
ply in activity a11 of our sample
choreography), we can apply a
variation of the constraint-based
prediction method for orchestra-
tions [14]. In that method, we
make predictions at each point
in execution of the participant processes for which we have the continuation
and the monitoring data describing the previously accumulated QoS metrics. In
the case of execution time, the imminent failure condition for participant A is
predicted when the constraint Tout(req) ≤ Tmax is proven unsatisfiable in the
constraint QoS model, i.e., when SLA compliance cannot possibly be achieved.

Using the experimental settings from the previous subsection, we predict SLA
violations for a running choreography with fixed input data size (known at run
time), by taking Tmax to be the upper bound of Tout(req) for the 80% confidence
interval in each input data class from Table 1. The thick black line in Figure 8
shows Tmax for input data sizes in the range 1..50. The dashed lines show the
upper and lower bound of Tout(req) for a 99% confidence interval. SLA violations
are possible in the gray zones that correspond to data size intervals 9..10, 17..20,
and 41..50. In those intervals, imminent SLA violation can be predicted between
175 ms and 325 ms ahead of Tmax. For other input data sizes (in ranges 1..8,
11..16, and 21..40), the predictor is able to predict SLA conformance at the very
start. In both cases, the percentage of correctly predicted cases is typically very
high, between 94% and 99% [5].
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4.3 SLA Compliance Checking, Dynamic Binding and Adaptation

We now turn to a situation where there exist several implementations for a
participant role in a choreography, that are known to be compatible with the
communication protocol, message data types, and message cardinalities. We now
want to see how the knowledge about participant QoS models can help us rule
out some combinations of participant implementations (or promote others) at
design time.

For instance, let us take participant A from Figure 1, and assume that there
are two implementations that can take the role of B and which differ only in
the method for generating alternatives in activity a15: while B1 can generate
one or more alternatives, B2 always generates at least two. Although the ranges
for all participant model variables of B2 are subsets of the corresponding ranges
for B1, the combination of A with B2 is illegal for some SLAs and input data
sizes for which A with B1 may work. E.g., for Tmax = 18 000 ms, the constraint
model predicts that the combination of A and B2 is guaranteed to fail for input
data sizes of 50 and above when forced=false in A. Since A does not control
forced, for such data sizes it should rule out B2, and choose B1 which has a
chance to meet the SLA.

16 17 18 19

13

14

15

16
kA

kB

T =25 508 ms

T =25 608 ms

T =25 708 ms

T =25 808 ms

Fig. 9. Adaptation need detection
in B.

This kind of analysis can be performed by
checking that every internal structural pa-
rameter of A in the constraint QoS model
for the choreography (such as the condition
in a6 and the number of iterations of a4) aug-
mented with condition Tout(req) > Tmax has
at least one value for which the condition
Tout(req) ≤ Tmax is satisfiable for the given
range of input data sizes. Alternatively, the
same check can be used for dynamic binding
at run-time to select an implementation for the role of B for the known size
of the particular input request. Such dynamic binding provides a finer-grained
per-request selection, at the cost of additional run-time analysis.

However, selecting B1 does not guarantee Tout(req) ≤ Tmax: if at run time
each invocation of a15 happens to return more than one alternative (thus behav-
ing in the same way as B2), the SLA will be violated for some input data sizes.
Participant B can use its QoS model to detect such a situation and to adapt by
forcing a15 to start returning single items. At the beginning of each iteration in
loop a14 from Figure 1, B can test whether the execution of a15, if it generates
multiple alternatives, can lead to an SLA violation. If so, it can coerce a15 to
produce a single item and so enforce the SLA. The earliest points in time when
that can happen for input data sizes in the range 17..20 and Tmax = 27 057 ms
(the central gray zone in Figure 8), are shown in Figure 9. kB stands for the
previous number of iterations of a14, and kA stands for the previous number of
times when more than one alternative was generated in a15.
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5 Conclusions

The constraint-based approach to QoS assurance for service choreographies pre-
sented is based on the automatic derivation of QoS constraint models from
abstract descriptions of multiple participating processes that can engage in com-
plex, stateful conversations. The QoS attributes that can be modeled include
execution time, availability, monetary cost, the quantity of data transferred, and
any others that can be mapped onto cumulative, non-negative numerical met-
rics. For greater precision, the model derivation is augmented with an analysis of
message types with size constraints, and the resulting models are data sensitive.
The participant models can be derived, integrated, and solved centrally, or in
a distributed fashion. The approach can be used at design-time, for classes of
input data, and also at run time, with the actual data, whenever the informa-
tion about the current point in execution is provided for the participants. The
resulting models can be used to support SLA negotiation, SLA violation predic-
tion, design-time SLA conformance for classes of input data, dynamic binding
of participants, and SLA-driven run-time adaptation.

Based on our prototype implementation, our future work will aim at the
development of the supporting tools and systems, and interfacing them with
the service infrastructure components, such as the execution engines and service
buses, and with choreography design tools. We will also aim at evaluating the
quality of QoS prediction offered by the constraint-based models in distributed
settings and when used with incomplete or inaccurate information about the
QoS properties of the service environment and components.
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